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																						SAFE, RUGGED, RELIABLE 2-WAY RADIO REMOTE CONTROLS

								Law Enforcement & Military

								Designed to the same Mil-Spec standards as previous versions supplied to the Navy for over 25 years. Safe, very rugged and the most reliable RFD in the industry used for...
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																						SAFE, RUGGED, RELIABLE 2-WAY RADIO REMOTE CONTROLS

								Mining

								Safety is our biggest motivation behind our RFD designs, allowing engineers to initiate a blast for up to 3-5 miles, clear of fly rock and debris. Significantly reduce your costs...
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																						SAFE, RUGGED, RELIABLE 2-WAY RADIO REMOTE CONTROLS

								Construction & Demolition

								Detonate reliably for miles, from a safe distance, reducing lead-in line costs. Clear 2-way communication allows the user to confirm connection and check battery levels. Multiple...
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																						SAFE, RUGGED, RELIABLE 2-WAY RADIO REMOTE CONTROLS

								Forestry

								The Talkie Tooter® RadioWhistle system is used by cable logging operation personnel to remotely initiate one or more successive “audio beeps” – whistle codes, which alert...
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				About Rothenbuhler Engineering

				Founded in 1946, Rothenbuhler Engineering is a privately owned and operated Engineering and Manufacturing company producing robust and sophisticated electronic products; designed to operate in the rugged mining, logging, military/law enforcement and other demanding environments.
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				Mission Statement

				At Rothenbuhler Engineering, our emphasis is on designing and providing high quality products and services, all-the-while maintaining a personal alliance with each customer. In Engineering, we leverage our flexibility and expertise in RF circuit design, in-circuit programming and product packaging; often requiring strict conformance to severe thermal, vibration and drop testing. In the Manufacturing and Testing processes, we hand build and test multi-layer surface mount printed circuit board assemblies to the J Standard 001, and inspect to the IPC 610 standard. Finally, each production unit is operationally tested prior to shipping.

Rothenbuhler Engineering has invested over seventy years in creating a reputation of excellence in product performance and customer service. As we look to the future, our team is committed to providing superior products and outstanding customer service; therefore, keeping Rothenbuhler Engineering in the position of industry leader and continuing to help making the world a safer place.
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				Sales & Support

				Although we are the sole manufacturer of the Talkie Tooter® RadioWhistle and RFD products, we are happy to provide you with distribution and service locations across the US and abroad. Our service locations have been technically trained and are updated on all current firmware/software updates and or changes made to our product line.
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								“The kit is good to go. We have used it more in the last month and a half during ops and training than a five-year-old RFD that worked only when it wanted! This is a quality piece of kit and will save us big $ on lead line.”

								- Gwinnett Co. Police

							

													
								"Thanks, I have used our repaired RFD for 5 shots so far without problems. It is great to have two firing units, it makes the system much more versatile. Hopefully we can add another next year."

								- Bonner's Ferry Ranger District

							

													
								"The RFD is everything we expected and is working well. It has allowed us to increase productivity tremendously. More receivers in the future would allow even larger increases in productivity due to the demands of demolition operations."

								- ERRG

							

													
								"We have gotten it good and dirty. It is a fantastic system. I shoot demo on a daily basis here, so I can put it through its paces. Tell the crew great job. I have no complaints at all."

								- Idaho National Labs

							

													
								"Everything is working properly. We have not had any complaints and believe me, they would complain. Our original one came back about two weeks after we received the new one and THAT is even back out in the field being billed, so all is good with the world."

								- Weston Solutions

							

													
								"We have been playing with that remote initiator - OMG HUGE FANS!!!  Fantastic range and so simple to use...pass us on as a reference if you have guys wondering - we showed it off as much as we could during the week."

								- London Ontario PD

							

											

				

			

		

	





      
        
          
            
              
                
                  
                

                              
                  Address

                  
                    524 Rhodes Road

                    Sedro-Woolley, WA  98284                  

                

              

            

            
              
                
                  
                

                
                  Phone

                  
                                        360-856-0836 (voice)
                                                            
360-856-2183 (fax)
                                      

                

              

            

            
              
                
                  
                

                
                  Hours


                                      	MON-FRI	8AM-4:30PM
	
                          (Walk-in service 7am - 3:30pm)
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